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About us:
Based in Monaco, OMAC has been created to gather the highest 
insurance standards of our group to provide effective long-term solutions 
to fully encompass the needs of high net worth individuals.

OMAC’s specialists are unrivalled in their extensive experience in catering 
to specific needs and meeting requirements when it comes to insuring 
rare and high value properties against financial risks, and providing 
insurance policies for the owners of these properties.

All companies in our group are capable of putting their teams at the 
disposal of OMAC clients. This is also the case of our global network of 
insurance and reinsurance companies, experts and specialists.



Our Yacht Insurance Products :
Hull & Machinery
This coverage protects the owner against physical damage occurred to the yacht due to fire, 
collission, grounding and other loss to machinery, equipment on board and personal effects of the 
passengers and crew.
We are able to offer this coverage through top-rated insurers in the market.
The OMAC facility, lead by Generali France, is meant to provide a wide insurance capacity which 
allows us to deal and cover some of the top superyachts worldwide. 

Protection & Indemnity
The P&I coverage provides liability coverage to the insured for bodily injured and property
damage to third parties, liability to hired crew, defense cost coverage and wreck removal when
required by law.
As per the H&M coverage, even this coverage is granted by the top-rated insurers present in the 
market, one among them is Steamship Mutual.
We are also able to combine H&M and P&I insurance in order to easily meet our clients’ marine 
insurance needs and streamline the insurance-buying process.

Crew Medical 
We are proud to offer the Crewsure coverage which is an innovative and complete Crew Medical
insurance product for individual crew members and group plans for the entire yacht. The medical
payments section covers bodily injury caused by accidents, sickness or disease, and includes the 
required care, loss of services and death resulting there from. Benefits include expenses for 
repatriation, personal effects and crew replacement.



Contact

OMAC – Office Monégasque 
d’Assurance et de Courtage
Ermanno Palace 
27 Boulevard Albert 1er 
98000 Monaco

Production – yachting:
Maya Hakim 
+377 97 77 48 61
m.hakim@omac.mc

Matteo Espinoza
+33 6 47 91 05 45
m.espinoza@omac.mc
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